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ARZAC FARMERS, WHOSE BATtle to keep their land from
being taken over by an encroaching military base was a
cause celebre of the '70s,
chose the Hiroshima weekend of August
6-7 to try to plant the seeds of a new
French peace movement on their rocky
plateau here in southern France.
On the 38th anniversary of the bombing of Hiroshima, an array of small
peace groups met at the impressive Rajal
Del Guorp ("crows' amphitheater") rock
formation in the most barren stretch
of Larzac prairie. In this unlikely and
symbolic setting, under a blazing summer sun, a French freeze movement was al security has been a real eye-opener in the French Communist Party tends to
launched.
Europe, revealing the extent of European feed anti-Sovietism. The majority of
About 20,000 people came and wept subservience to American demands. Lar- French people now appear firmly conduring the two days. There were forums zac farmer Alain Desjardin asked if vinced that the Soviet Union enjoys vast
on the prospects of the European move- "maybe we didn't overestimate the gov- military superiority and may be stopped
ment opposing Euromissile deployment, ernment's room for action and autonomy from overwhelming Western Europe only
the possibilities of a freeze movement in on those questions." Thus, the myth of by American Pershing 2 and Cruise misFrance in relation to the myth of French French independence may be beginning siles.
nuclear independence, alternatives to to crack under heavy U.S. pressure. But
The one-sided estimates of Soviet milinuclear defense and the problem of the second obstacle to a strong French tary strength used in the U.S. to extort
emancipation of peoples confronted peace movement looks much harder to appropriations from Congress have been
break down: the division and demoraliza- propagated by French media without
with the two blocs.
Pierre Burguiere—who 12 years ago tion of the French left. This is baffling to question. Fear of the Russians feeds on
signed the "oath of the 103" farmers
vowing to stay on and fight to preserve
Larzac from militarization—announced
a campaign to collect 103,000 signatures
by this autumn for a new oath. It reads:
"I commit myself to act against the nuclear arms race which is developing in
Europe, in the East and the West, in
which my country France is participating, regardless of the reasons cited to
justify it today."
Larzac farmers are stubborn, Burguiere explained proudly. Indeed, they seem
especially so today, when most other
'70s French movements have evaporated. Their own battle to preserve their
land ended victoriously two years ago,
when newly elected Socialist President
Francois Mitterrand cancelled the order
to extend the Larzac military base. But
they continue to feel bonded to others
struggling for the shared values they
found underlying their long battle for
their land: peace, ecology, antimilitarism and food for the hungry, especially
in the Third World.
The Larzac gathering for a nuclear
freeze was sponsored by the Larzac Peasants association, the Christian Rural
Youth Movement, the Unified Socialist Journalists interview exiled East German pacifist Roland John (with arms crossed).
Party (PSU) and the French Nuclear outsiders who view the two main left par- loathing for the PCF. The result is an
Disarmament Committee (CODENE), a ties, Socialist and Communist, as united anti-Communism that has rapidly been
coordinating committee representing a in government coalition. But their mar- growing into a sort of national psychosis.
long list of pacifist, antimilitarist, ecolog- riage of convenience has in no way dimIn this context, the positions of the
ical and more or less libertarian left inished a deep rivalry and mutual dis- non-Communist peace groups tend to be
groups, each one smaller than the next. trust, and outside the parliamentary left based less on a thorough independent anThey are united—but not very—in even worse divisions exist in the activist alysis of the situation than on an effort to
their opposition to the nuclear arms race left, with the PCF on one side and the distinguish themselves from the Comand their strong hostility toward the myriad of small groups visible at Larzac munists. This keeps them prisoner of the
French Communist Party (PCF), as well on the other.
all too typically French assumption that
as toward the Mouvement de la Paix, the
The multiple and bitter divisions of the ideology matters more than information
established peace movement that they French left have enabled the media to —which is usually inadequate.
dismiss as a PCF front. They hope that keep the French population uniquely igThe PCF has stuck to simple slogans
the people who agree to sign the new norant of the great debate on the Euro- like "No to Pershing and to SS-20" or
Larzac oath may start to organize a new missiles taking place next door. Whereas "J'aime la paix." Contrary to the wideand truly independent peace movement. in most countries the bad reputation of spread assumption that this simplistic
the USSR rubs off on local Communist stance is dictated by Moscow, the PCF is
A case apart.
parties, in France the taint now seems to probably motivated by more selfish conMeanwhile, France remains the basket work the other way around: hatred for siderations: the twin and often contradiccase of the European peace movement,
tory desires to stay in the cabinet and to
and much of the discussion in the four
control whatever peace movement there
sun-baked Larzac forums either tried to
is.
explain or inadvertently illustrated what
A few non-Communist members of the
was wrong.
Mouvement de la Paix showed up at LarThere was general agreement that the
zac to insist that their organization's posibiggest obstacle was the left government's
tions were not dictated by the PCF and
endorsement of the Gaullist myth oi
were closer to the independents than they
French nuclear independence. Hamburg
realized. Perhaps so, but the PCF itself is
researcher Harald Schultz pointed out
doing nothing to overcome the deep disthat France has no early warning system
trust its methods inspire. The PCF organ
of its own, that it is "blind" to eventual
I'Humanite did not print one word about
Soviet attack and depends wholly on NAthe Larzac gathering, which made the
TO. The claim that France is a member
front page of most other daily papers.
of the NATO alliance but independent of
Toward unified action.
it makes no sense, Schultz said. The forum devoted to that subject concluded
At Larzac a number of people admitted
that France was "independent in peace
the need for eventual unified action, but
but aligned in war."
only after the non-Communist movement
While it may seem of no consequence
asserted and established its independence.
in the U.S., the Williamsburg Summit
The clearest way to set itself apart from
leaders' endorsement of the Reagan adthe PCF seemed to be to emphasize not
ministration's concept of indivisible globthe Euromissiles (which the PCF criti-
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cizes), but the French nuclear force. As a
government party, the PCF is discreet on
this subject. Of course it is correct, as
many speakers put it, to "sweep our own
doorstep clean first," and other peace
movements would welcome a strong
movement in France opposed to French
nuclear testing in the Pacific and to the
planned "modernization" of France's
nuclear arsenal, including the neutron
bomb and countless new tactical and strategic warheads.
Yet this emphasis cannot bring the
French movement into full harmony with
the other European movements that will
be demonstrating against Pershing 2 and
Cruise missile deployment this fall. The
French independent movement does not
seem either able or determined to convey
to the French public the sense of urgency
felt in other countries about the Euromissile deployment. Without that sense
of urgency, it is hard to see what will
make the movement against the French
nuclear forces grow any bigger than it
is now—which is to say, insignificant.
After the Larzac meeting was over, it
was not clear just what sort of "freeze"
was being endorsed. Was it the bilateral
negotiated agreement called for by the
American freeze movement? Or a unilateral French freeze? This was never clearly
defined, perhaps because the dozens of

factions could never have agreed.
But one point, on which all the nonCommunist peace movement groups
agree heartily is support for Solidarity
and the various independent Eastern European peace movements. Still recovering
from six months in prison in East Germany before being expelled to West Berlin last June, Roland Jahn came to Larzac to ask Western peace movements to
help the independent movements in the
East. Jahn was active in the group in the
city of Jena's attempt to reject the militarization of East Germany
Jahn said the most helpful thing Western peace movements could do would be
to tirelessly seek dialogue with their Eastern counterparts, both official and independent. They should not boycott the official government-supported peace movements, but rather insist on being allowed
to have contact with the independent
movements as well. There seems to be a
general consensus among the Eastern
European independents that such pressure from the West—steady and insistent
but avoiding hostile polemics—might
eventually help open up a space for
them.
Jahn said it would be very important
for spokespeople of the Eastern peace
movements to be allowed to accept invitations to the West to explain what they
are doing. As it is, the only Eastern Europeans able to speak in the West for
those movements are exiles who are not
necessarily representative. It is very difficult to speak for the East German peace
movement, Jahn said, because it represents a wide range of viewpoints that
have yet to be threshed out to reach some
sort of consensus.
•
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Continued from page 3
systematic massacres and relocation of
civilians living in the areas of guerrilla
activity.
The carnage was unprecedented, even
by Guatemalan military standards.
"Never in our history," said the Conference of Catholic Bishops, "has it come
to such grave extremes." Young officers
in the field calmly described the pacification policy: troops would enter a village,
kiO those who ran and assemble the people who were left. Then they would torture some suspected guerrilla collaborators and some villagers chosen at random while killing others who the torture
victims had named as collaborators. Afterward, the army would bomb the village and move the survivors to camps
that were under army control.
"Although civilian men of all ages
have been shot in large numbers," an
Americas Watch mission reported in
May 1983, "women and children are
particular victims; women are routinely
raped before being kilted; children are
smashed against the walls, choked,
burned alive or murdered by machete or
bayonet."
After President Reagan met1 with Rios
Montt in December 1982 and declared
that Guatemala had been getting "a
bum rap" on human rights, Rios Montt
told reporters, "We have no scorched-

earth policy. We have a policy of scorched Communists."
As the rural sweeps proceeded in full
fury, bitterness about the young officers'
• usurpation of power took a back seat to
the business at hand. Organizing the killing of so many people was a time-consuming job (a task overseen by Rios
Montt's defense minister, General Mejia
Victores). In addition, thanks to Rios
Montt's persona, the army was enjoying
the rare gift of occasonally positive comments from international press (particularly Time, Newsweek and the Los Angeles Times) beguiled by the president's
eccentricities, his talk of reform and the
army's practice of feeding and housing
people whose villages it had just destroyed.
After the sweeps were completed in
October and early November of 1982
(thereafter followed by selective massacres in key areas), the activity and excitement receded and barracks politics came
to the fore. In the months leading up to
the August 8 coup, senior officers and
civilian politicians grew increasingly
alarmed by the young officers' flaunting
of authority and Rios Montt's open disdain for the army and the oligarchy's
traditional electoral process. From the
start, both Rios Montt and the young officers publicly denounced "corrupt civilians," in one case decrying an alleged
Lucas-era bribery scheme involving mil. lions of dollars and a majority of the
members of Guatemala's congress
(which Rios Montt had dissolved on taking office). Rios Montt undermined the
traditional political structure by banning

all existing parties and authorizing the
formation of new parties by any government-approved group that could gather
4,000 signatures.
• This blow at thje power base of longtime parties was rjeinforced by repeated
postponements of a new presidential
election and Rios Montt's vigorously declared willingness; to stay in the palace
indefinitely.

Hacking away.
From the viewpoint of the senior
officer's corps, Rios Montt was hacking away at the twin timbers of the political structure that had housed them
comfortably for 30 years. On one side,
he was dispersing and humiliating their
traditional civilian allies—the army's
sole source of political legitimacy. On
the other side, he was weakening the
chain of command—their source of material power. By this June, one general
told this reporter, five separate coup
plots were being hatched by senior officers.
On the level of strategic politics, Rios
Montt had already served his purpose
and was quickly becoming a liability to
the interests of the army, and the oligarchy and their American allies.
Rios Montt's accomplishments had
been formidable: he had restored elite
consensus after the Lucas election fiasco, had temporarily set back the guerrillas by decimating their civilian base
and had improved—or at least blurred—
Guatemala's international image. By
this June, however, the guerrillas were in
resurgence, the political community was
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Continued from page 8
press time no workers or union members
had been arrested in connection with the
vandalism.
While the union has disassociated itself
from the sabotage, it raises an important
point. In an age of "post-industrial"
micro-chips, computers and robots, the
traditional tactics and customary triennial strikes may not be sufficient and new
tactics will then have to be developed.
New forms of industrial organizations
have always brought new worker responses. Mass production gave rise to the
sit-down strike, the flying squad and the
mass picket line. The sit-down was considered illegal seizure of the employers'
property, but without it the CIO would
not have been organized. Likewise, the
growth of the public service sector gave
rise to the public employee strikes of .the
'60s and '70s—strikes that are outlawed
in most states. Thus, the age of computerization may spawn new forms of illegal
-Bient-t-actresi
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fracturing again and Rios Montt's impact internationally was as the general
who kept postponing elections and who,
privately, kept crankily refusing to cooperate with U.S. urgings to play a larger
role in Washington's regional strategy.
In the meantime, the young officers
were suffering splits in their own ranks.
Some had grown disenchanted with what
they viewed as arrogant behavior by Captain Munoz Pilona, the military coordinator of the 1982 coup who became Rios
Montt's closest army advisor. One group
clustered around Lieutenant Lopez Bonilla, a charismatic orator who, at the
March 23 ceremony commemorating the
anniversary of the 1982 coup, had members of the senior command cringing in
their seats with a blazing address on the
young officers' determination not to
leave the scene until they had saved Guatemala.
On June 29, Rios Montt narrowly survived an attempted coup. General Mejia
Victores and General Lopez Fuentes, the
army chief of staff, had reportedly decided that the various factions Of senior officers were not yet sufficiently united to
remove Rios Montt in an orderly and
controllable fashion. Several sources
claim that on June 29, firefights occurred
at the Chimaltenango, National Airport
and Mariscal Zavala bases between
young officers loyal to Rios Montt and
senior officers pressuring him to step
down.
A portent of the young officers' demise
came several weeks later, when Lieutenant Mario Pena Perez, a member of the
movement who had been rewarded with a
position at the Guatemalan consul's office in Los Angeles, was questioned by
U.S. federal agents after being detained
in Miami carrying an unregistered gun
and a briefcase full of documents that,
Guatemalan officials say, suggested links
to the international arms trade. Pena immediately appealed for intervention from
Guatemala City, but no assistance was
forthcoming. By that time, his young officer .associates were in no position to
help.
When Rios Montt finally fell on August 8, helicopters fired on the young officer-dominated Presidential Guard and
brief gun fights reportedly again broke
out at several bases. There are also reports that several days after the coup,
young officers were telling members of
the public that elements loyal to Rios
Montt were still resisting, politically if
not militarily.
Having tasted political power and the
scorn of their superiors, the young officers who helped run Guatemala for 17
months have returned to the barracks.
How long they will remain there is an
open question—one that will go a long
way toward determining the vulnerability
of one of Latin America's most solid and
ruthless armies.
•
Allan Nairn, a freelance journalist, reports frequently from Guatemala.

NICARAGUA

HE NIGHT BEFORE THE SANDInista revolution's fourth anniversary celebration July 19,
U.S. Ambassador to Nicaragua Anthony Quainton was
spotted at a government-sponsored outdoor songfest. After refusing to stand
for the Sandinista Hymn, the ambassador found himself confronted by a small
group of U.S. citizens who asked him to
explain why the Reagan administration
was waging war against Nicaragua. Refusing to deny or confirm the covert
war, Quainton said all the U.S. desired
from Nicaragua were "free elections and
a return to the original project of the
revolution."
In those few words, Quainton summed
up the platform from which an increasingly bloody war against Nicaragua is being directed. And it's a war with high military and economic costs for Nicaragua.
But politically, it is also clear that, as in
the case of the Bay of Pigs or the Hanoi
bombings, Washington's intransigence is
serving to unify and strengthen internal
support for trie revolutionary government.
Junta member Sergio Ramirez responds
angrily to Quainton's justification of
U.S. belligerence. The Sandinistas
never made "any sort of promise either to
the U.S. or to the privileged groups in
Nicaragua," Ramirez says. "The only
promises we made we made to the country's poor people; the same promises they
are now defending with arms in their
hands. We believe that the U.S. is the one
that should return to its original promise

of liberty and democracy."
The agricultural town of Jalapa, nestled in a fertile valley just a mortar-lob
from the Honduran border, is the
frontline of the Reagan administration's
war against Nicaragua. It's in this
roadless town of barely 13,000 people
that the full Nicaraguan response to the
covert war can best be seen.
The government slogan "All Arms to
the People!" is a reality in Jalapa, where
the distinction between civilians and military forces has been blurred. The young
people of the town, male and female
alike, belong to the Popular Militias and
carry 30 caliber BZ rifles. The half-dozen cafes that serve Jalapa are filled day
and night with teenage members of the
Sandinista Youth who have come from
Managua on three-month stints to fight
on the border and help local farmers rebuild settlements.
The 30-year-old governor of Jalapa,
Sergio Lobo, a red-and-black bandana
around his neck and a pistol on his hip,
says, "The mobilization here...is the silver lining of the attacks against us. If we
are invaded, the enemy will have to fight
inch by inch, down to the last peasant."
The man directing the war against the
Honduras-based "contras," Sandinista
Army Commander Rodrigo Gonzalez,
writes off the 5,000 insurgents as a force
that "in itself does not represent a threat
to our revolution." Speculates the commander: "A real invasion will need foreign troops, and they will not be just
Honduran troops."
So far the U.S. war against the Sannistas has cost some 600 Nicaraguan
lives, more than half of them civilians,
but the real brunt of the attack has been
leveled against the economy.

On another front, months after the
Pope's visit to Nicaragua, the Sandinistas are still coping with the churchstate conflicts it intensified.
While saying mass to hundreds of
thousands of people in downtown
Managua, John Paul II was jeered and
booed by a sizeable portion of the
crowd. Critics of the Sandinista government, as well as most U.S. news reports,
claimed the incident was staged to discredit the church.
But Nicaraguan Foreign Minister Miguel D'Escoto, himself a Roman Catholic Priest, hotly denies the charge. "I
think it was the Pope who was impolite
to the Nicaraguan people, not the other
way around. You don't go into a house
where people are in mourning and not
at least offer them your condolences."
Funeral services for 17 Sandinista
militia youths killed in battles with U.S.backed contra forces had been held the
day before the Pope's visit, and the
crowd greeting the Pope held up signs
asking the pontiff to bless the dead and
condemn the violence against the Sandi-

nista government. When he didn't, their
cheers turned to jeers.
U.S. Mary knoll nun Peggy Healey
says repercussions from the Pope's visit
are having a "serious impact" on the
religious community in Nicaragua. "It
has deepened the split between the
'peoples' church' and the Catholic hierarchy," led by Managua's Bishop Miguel Obando y Bravo, she says. The bishop has recently escalated his criticism of
the government, and like the Pope, has
yet to issue a statement condemning the
violence of the contras.
In response, the pro-government
press made Obando y Bravo a frequent
target in editorial cartoons. One commonly seen poster around Nicaragua is
a photo of the bishop warmly embracing deposed dictator Anastasio Somoza.
One worker at the Central American
Historical Institute, a bastion of liberation theology, says the fallout over the
Pope's trip is causing problems even
within the peoples' church. She says reaction to the Pope's criticism is leading
many revolutionary youth to abandon

By Marc Cooper
MANAGUA,

NICARAGUA
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Members of the Sandinista Popular
Militia during training maneuvers.
The Sandinistas inherited a bankrupt
national treasury from fleeing dictator
Anastasio Somoza when they took power in July 1979. Less than two years later, the Reagan administration suspended
the modest U.S. economic assistance
program. Then early this year the administration terminated some 90 percent
of the $15-million Nicaraguan sugar import quota. This was followed up with
U.S. pressure on international lending
agencies to deny new credit to Managua.
"The Reaganites no doubt want to do
what Nixon and Kissinger did to Chilemake the economy scream," comments
one U.S. missionary working in Managua. Nicarguan urban affairs expert
Orlando Pineda estimates the losses due
to the covert war at some $70 million in
the last year—$10 million in Jalapa's tobacco crop alone. Tobacco fields and
warehouses have been favorite sabotage
targets of the contras. Farmers in the
Jalapa region also complain of being

More fallout from
the Pope's visit
the church, even the most radical sectors of it.
In the embattled town of Jalapa, the
focus of contra attacks, Catholic priest
Ramon Gonzales is less concerned.
"I'm not expecting a mass exodus from
the church, but yes, the Pope's behavior
certainly demystified the hierarchy In
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shot at or attacked by mortar while try
ing to tend rice and bean fields. Author
ities in Jalapa estimate that 20 percent o
the area's planted fields will go unhai
vested this year because they are in firin,
range of the contra camps in Honduras
Mobilizing large numbers of troops
and reservists has also put a strain on the
economy. And while labor power is being drained by the military call-up, official unemployment nationwide has still
climbed to 19 percent. "We have a severe shortage of raw materials, machinary and spare parts necessary for production," explains Pineda. "You need
hard currency to import those items and
we have even a greater shortage of dollars."
At least one government economist
says that the dollar shortage is what also
keeps 60 percent of the economy still in
private hands. "We can barely afford to
run what we have expropriated already.
Any more would be a burden," he says.
As President Reagan was announcing
the ongoing Big Pine Two military exercises—which sent 19 warships, 16,000
sailors and 5,600 troops to Central
America—the Sandinista leadership proposed a settlement plan for the region
that has been ignored by Washington.
Speaking to nearly 200,000 people at
the fourth anniversary celebration of the
revolution, government leader Daniel
Ortega asked the crowd to approve the
six-point plan. It calls for an end to outside intervention in Central America,
cutting off all foreign military supplies
to government and non-government
forces in the region, no foreign military
bases in the zone, an end to economic
discrimination and a non-aggression
pact between Nicaragua and Honduras.
One U.S. analyst of Latin American
policy visiting Managua concludes that
Washington's refusal to respond seriously to the Sandinista proposal means Reagan and his advisors are determined to
seek a military solution.
But Nicaraguan Foreign Minister Miguel D'Escoto declares that the U.S. war
against Nicaragua has been "a diplomatic, political and military defeat for the
Reagan administration." For that reason, says D'Escoto, Nicaragua will continue to seek a political settlement to the
conflicts in Central America, but at the
same time will continue to prepare for
stepped-up U.S. military pressure.
Speaking to a group of visiting Americans, D'Escoto used a second-hand
story to illustrate what he called the Reagan administration's inability to understand the Sandinista revolution. "When
Reagan visited Latin America," recounted D'Escoto, "a great South American statesman [presumably the president of Venezuela] pulled him aside
and said, 'Look, Mr. President, I know
these Sandinistas well. Many of them are
very young and very idealistic. Some are
immature. But they are just crazy enough
to mean it when they say Free Homeland
or Death.'"
•
Marc Cooper, news director of KPFK
radio in Los Angeles, visited Nicaragua in
July.
the eyes of the faithful," he says.
Gonzalez became visibly angered
when asked if the Sandinistas might
have invited the Pope to Nicaragua just
to set him up for the ensuing demonstration. "Our government spent two
full months of petroleum supplies on
the logistics of the visit. With our grave
economic crisis, there can be no sign of
greater good faith."
The conflict between church and state
in Nicaragua can be traced back to the
inclusion of four Catholic priests into
cabinet positions in the revolutionary
government. The church hierarchy and
the Vatican have been calling on the
four to quit either the church or politics.
Foreign Minister D'Escoto contends
the Pope committed "an enormous error" during his Nicaragua visit. "When
our people began booing, the Pope kept
demanding 'Silence! Silence!' You
know, it's only been four years since
our people lost their fear to speak out.
You don't make them your friends
when you tell them to shut up, even if
you are the Holy Father."
—M.C.

